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Let me introduce myself:

My name is Anastasia Sopik.

I am a writer. 

My nickname is Tasya Belle.

I wrote 4 novels: “Dark Paradise”

Dialogue "Dual Souls":

"Thin Ice", "On Slow Fire".



But today I want to talk about 
my first book "Dark Paradise".

I wrote it when I was 12 years old and it was published when I was 14.

This is a story about teenage Lauren, who was an ordinary girl. Her 

life has been changed when she met a mysterious stranger in a 

park. What are the consequences?

Lauren found out the secret of the Summers family, which radically 

changed her life. As to her appearance: hair colour - from dark brown 

to bright red and her inner world - radical change in her essence.

The character develops throughout the book. From a grey mouse, 

Lauren transforms into a fiery lioness.

How such changes could affect her relationship with her boyfriend?

Or will Lauren stay with her first love Nicholas?

It’s a fantasy novel about cat people.
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This is a separate race of people who have been 

bewitched by the powerful witch Arianna Becker.

When midnight comes, when the shadows from 

the night lamps crawl in winding ribbons along the 

narrow streets, the curse catches up with them 

and transforms them. From being cute, fluffy, 

small lumps that love to lie harmlessly on their 

backs and drink milk they become unrecognisable

as cats.

They have power over time. The hands of their 

clocks are ticking in the direction they want.

So who are these cat 
people?



However, do not forget that this is not a gift of 

fate, but a curse generated by black magic, 

which takes a heavy price.

Eternal youth for an innocent soul, which can 

only be obtained through murder in self-defence 

- by capturing a human heart.

Cat People are serial killers.

Do you want to live? Kill!

So who are these 
cat people?



Their main enemy is water.

One drop of water instantly ages and removes 

strength and causes a painfully slow death.

This is an eternal struggle with nature turned 

against them.

The strongest survive and must continue to accept 

the new rules. 



Thank you
for your attention!

Also, I have my

TikTok - tasya_belle

and Instagram – tasyabelle_

You can find me there! 


